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At Luther College, they have plenty
of faith in Maytag.
Rich Tenneson, Business Manager
at Luther College in Decorah, Iowa,
has nothing but praise of the highest

brand, he finds students like them
for other reasons as well.
"Because of the simplicity of

order for Maytag washers and dryers.

cycle selection and operation, they

\ ^

can operate them without any

In fact, he's hardly had any

problems with the 108 washers and

hassles," he says. \%\\ So if you're

dryers that work around the clock in

interested in washers and dryers

the student laundries.

you can really believe in, take it

And while Tenneson appreci-

from a reliable source and call

ates the fact that Maytag commercial

your Maytag commercial laundry

washers last longer than any other
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The Tough Get Going
The innovative spirit among universities and

Les universites
relevent les manches

colleges is alive and well

L 'innovation se porte bien dans les universites et les colleges

BY KENNETH CLEMENTS

PAR

T

C

his issue of University Manager features the results of CAUBO's 1994
survey of university endowment
funds. As CAUBO's treasurer Byron Braley,
notes, fund managers are becoming more
imaginative in their efforts to maximize the
long-term value of this important resource.
Given the enormous financial pressure our
institutions are under, creative "friend-raising" and fund management strategies offer
positive solutions to maintaining stability
and gaining more independence.
CAUBO's Quality and Productivity
Awards program, as well, provides further
insight into the strength of school spirit in
the face of adversity. Since the program's
inception in 1987, innovative ideas submitted by institutions across Canada have added
up to $50 million in savings or revenue generation. Best of all, the ideas are free for the
taking by other institutions. In that sense,
CAUBO's Quality & Productivity Awards
program offers a fantastic — and free —
benchmarking opportunity for the post-secondary community.
The tighter funding gets, the more submissions CAUBO gets for the awards program. Given recent cutbacks, it's no surprise
that we're expecting to hit a new record this
year. To get the 1995 awards program
underway, this issue includes an application
form on page 35. Make sure you don't miss
this chance to showcase your great ideas and
share them with your colleagues.
Universities and colleges are using management tools like benchmarking and
reengineering to balance budgets and pull
together in these tough times. Recognizing
that we have the most to learn from one
another, CAUBO and UBC are designing a
blockbuster 53rd annual conference that
promotes dialogue and delivers practical
solutions. The investment made by business
officers to attend the event in Whistler, B.C.,
June 23-25, 1996, will pay large dividends in
cost-saving ideas, UIM
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e numero de University Manager presente les resultats du sondage mene par
l'ACPAU en 1994 aupres des fonds
universitaires. Comme le souligne le tresorier
de l'ACPAU, Byron Braley, les gestionnaires
de fonds font de plus en plus preuve de creativite afin de maximiser la valeur a long terme
de ces ressources critiques. Etant donne les
pressions financieres enormes que ressentent
nos institutions, ces strategies de gestion de
fonds et de creation d'"amicales", permettent
de conserver une certaine stabilite et d'assurer
une plus grande autonomic
Les prix de qualite et de productivity de
l'ACPAU demontrent aussi l'esprit d'equipe
qui anime nos membres face a Padversite.
Les idees soumises a ce concours depuis le
lancement de ce programme en 1987 representent des economies ou encore des revenus
d'environ 50 millions de dollars. Mieux
encore, le plagiat est vivement encourage et
ne coute pas un sou! Les prix de l'ACPAU
representent en quelque sorte une forme d'etalonnage — gratuit de surcroit — pour les
institutions post-secondaires.
Plus le financement se fait rare, plus
nombreuses deviennent les soumissions au
concours. Avec les dernieres coupures, nous
nous attendons a une participation record
cette annee. Afin de lancer le concours de
cette annee, nous reproduisons en page 35 le
formulaire de participation. Profitez-en
pour faire valoir vos idees et les partager
avec vos collegues.
Universites et colleges se servent d'outils
de gestion comme l'etalonnage et la reconfiguration afin d'equilibrer les budgets et de
resserrer les rangs en cette periode difficile.
Nous avons beaucoup a apprendre les uns
des autres et c'est pour cela que l'ACPAU et
l'Universite de Colombie-Britannique preparent le 53e congres de maniere a susciter le
dialogue et a fournir des solutions pratiques.
Votre participation a Whistler du 23 au 25
juin peut etre considered comme un bon
placement qui vous rapportera beaucoup en
termes de solutions economiques. UIM
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ACED WITH A $17 million cut in provincial funding by
1998-99, seven Halifax-area universities have formed a
consortium designed to share services and systems. By cooperating in the areas of student registration, purchasing
and library and computer services, they hope to save $5.4
million annually plus an additional $1.6 million over the
next three years.
The universities - Dalhousie University, Technical
University of Nova Scotia (TUNS), St. Mary's University,
Mount St. Vincent University, Atlantic School of Theology,
Nova Scotia College of Art and Design and the University
of King's College - have also agreed to work together to
end duplication of programs and allow free movement of
students and facilities across the Halifax system.
Education Minister John MacEachern welcomed the
report, saying it will be much easier to work with the consortium, rather than individual universities.

The Nova Scotia Council on Higher Education has
presented MacEachern with a report which recommends
the consolidatation of TUNS and Dalhousie; other recommendations include:
• turning Nova Scotia College of Art and Design and the
University of King's College into affiliated colleges
• creating a single business school, operated as a joint venture, between St. Mary's, Mount St. Vincent and Dalhousie, which would replace the existing business programs at all three universities, WM

Setting a New S t a n d a r d

T

HE UNIVERSITY OF Manitoba's new
collective agreement with its faculty association establishes a model
for the future, says Terry Falconer,
vice president, administration.
The agreement, which ended a
three-week strike of more than 2,000
faculty members, redefines the rules
governing redundancy and financial
exigency. Falconer says this is a major
improvement because it gives the university greater flexibility in dealing
with such matters.
"Under the old agreement, academic staff members could be discontinued only by declaring an entire
department redundant. This restriction made the provision unworkable.
The new agreement provides for the
option of declaring individual programs redundant, which is much
more practical. The university no
longer has to be on the verge of bankruptcy to declare a state of financial
exigency; the board of governors can
make that determination based on its

D e c e m b e r

1 9 9 5

"Times have changed.
For example, the major
financial problems
facing Ontario universities will force them
t o look seriously at ways
they can downsize
more effectively."
projections for the future, after
receiving advice from the Financial
Verification Committee."
Individual professors can only be laid
off for financial reasons after consulta-

tion with various academic committees and the university Senate. Under
the new agreement, the Senate is
responsible for making recommendations on the closure or amalgamation
of programs, departments, or faculties/schools for academic reasons.
Falconer says the University of
Manitoba's previous agreement with
its faculty members was similar to
those that exist at most Canadian universities. The new contract better
reflects the current financial reality of
the university community, he says,
adding that he expects administrators
and faculty associations elsewhere to
consider certain of its clauses when
negotiating their own agreements.
"The old rules were negotiated on
the basis that they would probably
never be implemented. Times have
changed. For example, the major financial problems facing Ontario universities will force them to look seriously at ways they can downsize more
effectively." WM
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Ontario Feels the Knife

O

NTARIO UNIVERSITIES and colleges
are reeling from the announcement of a 15 per cent cut in provincial
transfers for the coming academic year.
The province will slash transfers to universities to $1.5 billion, a cut of $280
million, for fiscal year 1996-97. Total
reductions to the provincial education
budget, including secondary school
funding, amount to $800 million.
As a result, tuition fees could
jump as much as 20 per cent next year.
They will rise at least 10 per cent and
individual institutions will have the
option of charging an additional 10
per cent to help offset the government
cuts. To ease the burden on students,
post-secondary institutions will be
required to set aside 10 per cent of any
new fee revenue to assist those in
financial need.
Mordechai Rozanski, president of
the University of Guelph, said that
cuts of this size don't lead to the
careful restructuring of post-secondary institutions. "Such severe cuts ...
encourage ad-hoc decisions which
don't always come from careful
thinking and analysis. And there's no
way we're going to make these cuts
without terminating services that
will have a big impact on the community as well."
Rozanski said he would be more
optimistic if the reductions were

spread over a longer time period.
Nancy Sullivan, Guelph's vice president of finance, noted that the universities may have to wait until late

To ease the burden on

students, post-sec-

ondary institutions will

be required to set aside

10 per cent of any new

fee revenue to assist

those in financial need.

January to learn how the cuts will
affect them individually. "Planning is
even more difficult when the institutions have no idea what kind of cuts to
expect in the future," she added.
The reductions did not surprise
Bonnie Patterson, president of the

Council of Ontario Universities (cou),
although she expressed concern and
disappointment at their extent.
"These cuts will have an impact on
our universities for years to come,"
she said.
Patterson identified three areas
that require further clarification,
including the de-regulation of foreign
visa student fees, details of the discretionary fee hike and the province's
financial aid contribution.
"We don't know whether the 10
per cent guideline for discretionary
tuition increases is an average or a precise figure. We also want to work with
the province to help resolve the problem of over-expenditures by the
Ontario Student Awards Program."
The O C U is calling on the government to keep its election promise
to implement an Income Contingent
Repayment Plan. Patterson said the
tuition fee increase won't compensate
universities for funding decreases and
that a reformed student assistance plan
is essential to ensure that students
with the ability and interest would be
able to attend university.
Ontario's government grants per
university student were the second
lowest in Canada prior to the minibudget. The O C U says that with this
announcement, the grants will be the
country's lowest, UIM
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Business Officers
on the Move

A

FTER A DECADE as director of finances at
UBC, Terry Sumner is the university's
new vice president, finance and administration. President David Strangway said the
UBC didn't have to look far to find the best
person for the job. "It is our good fortune to
have a professional of Terry's calibre and
dedication able to step in and take over this
key function."
Sumner says there's no secret to his success as a university business officer. "All the
good things you do are almost always due to
the people you work with. If you bring
together a good team and hopefully show
some leadership, things seem to get done."
Sumner's four-year appointment is effective January 1, 1996. He replaces Bruce
Gellatly, who retired.

S

TUART J. BUDDEN is the new treasurer at
the University of Toronto, effective Jan.
1, 1996. Budden, who was treasurer of
McGill University for the past 13 years,
replaces Bruce Curwood, who has joined the
Toronto consulting firm of Frank Russell.
"I am delighted that Stu has agreed to
join the finance team at the University of
Toronto," says chief financial officer R. G.
White. "He built a strong treasury department at McGill and has an outstanding
record of investment with their endowment
fund. He is also highly regarded in the
investment community."
John Limeburner, formerly associate
treasurer at McGill, replaces Budden. UIM

Facts + Figures

r

• Full-time post-secondary enrolment in Canada increased to 569,000 in
1992, a 33 per cent increase over the previous 10 years.
• Since 1960, Canada has opened 33 universities, as many as in the previous nine decades.
• Funds for post-secondary education climbed steadily through the
1970s; governments slowed the rate of growth in the 1980s so that transfers fell behind the rate of inflation. This trend, coupled with declines in
government support in this decade, has led to charges of government
under-funding.
• Tuition fees at Canadian universities have doubled over the past decade
to an average of $2,333 a year, UIM
(Source: "Tough Times in Academe" in the Globe and Mail, December
11, 1995)

What Do You Think?

B

EGINNING WITH THIS ISSUE, University Manager will ask its readers to
respond to a question of significance to Canada's university community. To launch this regular feature, we pose a question drawn from
'Tales Out of School', a recent IDEAS presentation on CBC radio.
Interviewed for the program, McGill University principal Bernard
Shapiro observed that "the relative monopoly of universities on libraries,
classroom space, laboratories, etc. is becoming rapidly attenuated over
time, because in a very knowledge-rich society, all kinds of institutions
require knowledge workers at a very sophisticated level to survive.
"We need to have many more people actively teaching in our institutions - even for a short time - from the outside world. And vice-versa:
many of our professors taking time out to ... deal with all kinds of other
agencies. So we're going to be in incredible competition for the most
sophisticated knowledge workers, who should be our faculty members."
Do you agree that more knowledge workers from outside the universities should be teaching there? In what capacity? What would be the
major advantages of such a program? What problems might result? UIM
Please e-mail your answers to University Manager at august@inforamp.net.
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Getting to Know You

A

HUMAN RESOURCES TOOE

that

brought together white supremacists and African National Congress
members during South Africa's apartheid era could help Canadian universities adjust to massive change.
The Know Me game, created by
Johannesburg, South African human
resources consultant Ric Matthews,
encourages participants to share their
views on such subjects as teamwork,
diversity and quality in a non-threatening environment. Players move
around the board, taking cards from
the "tell" or "ask" pile, and gain
points by revealing information about
themselves and receiving feedback
from others.
Matthews developed the game 10
years ago, at a time when tensions
between South Africa's blacks and
whites were high. On one occasion,
three white Afrikaners sat down to play
the game with three black co-workers.
The Afrikaners, who were members of
an ultra-right wing political party, had

administrators. The game helps people
move beyond surface appearances and
develop an appreciation and understanding of one another's viewpoints."
Stacie Chappell, program development specialist, executive programs, at UBC, has used the game for
almost two years. She says she sees
the most dramatic results when people from different cultural backgrounds play together.
"We recently had a group of
Korean businessmen here as part of a
three-month orientation session. They
played the game with members of the
university community and the results
were stunning. Both groups developed
a much greater appreciation of the
other's culture and a lot of stereotypes
were broken down in the process."
Know Me is marketed by the
Mallan Group of Vancouver and sells
for $395, with reduced rates for nonprofit organizations and schools.
Youth and French language versions
are also available, UIM

arrived at the game site packing pistols.
"By the end of the second day, the
six men were getting along so well that
they went out to a casino together
where they pooled their resources and
shared their winnings. Later they all
went out drinking together. It was a
remarkable transformation."
Know Me was adapted for the
Canadian market two years ago by
Vancouver H.R. consultant Anne
Harmon and Graham Bullen, who had
worked with Matthews in Johannesburg. Several major corporations have
used the game, including Glaxo Wellcome Inc., Procter and Gamble, and
Husky Oil, as well as York University,
UBC and the University of Calgary.
Matthews believes that the game
has much to offer any organization
that is undergoing siginficant change.
"Ideally it should be used to bring
together groups which see themselves
as "different", whether because of gender, ethnic background, or in the case
of universities, faculty members and

INTRODUCING A NEW CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
We will run classified ads in future issues of University Manager magazine, beginning
March 1996. The cost is $2.50 per word, $10 extra for a bold headline.
For further information or to place an ad, please contact Elaine Cewick at August
Communications. Phone: (204) 957-0265 Fax: (204) 957-0217. WM
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A new study underlines the importance of giving students good value

A

class of powerful and discerning consumers of postsecondary education is emerging. It is this group,
today's students, that will drive reform of the present
post-secondary system as they are required to shoulder
more of the costs of education.
In a new study specially commissioned by the Atlantic
Institute for Marketing Studies (AIMS), called Reforming
the Universities: The Coming Upheaval in Higher
Education in Nova Scotia and Elsewhere, Professor Edwin
West explains how dramatically shrinking government subsidies to universities are forcing those educational institutions to tap other available funding sources, in particular,
students. As the primary funders of post-secondary education, West says students will demand greater value for their
education (tuition) dollars and will spend their money elsewhere if their demands are not satisfied.
University establishments and provincial departments
of education claim that they alone will determine better
approaches to financing post-secondary education. They
maintain that this can be done through internal administrative reforms. Meanwhile, the impact of government cuts, in
light of the public sector fiscal crisis, indicates the growing
importance of student fee income to universities. Cuts in
government subsidies, for example, spawned a rise of 9.2
per cent in fees nationally in the academic period 1992-93
and 9.4 per cent in 1993-94.
With student choice driving reform of post-secondary
education, West explains the outcome will be a better, more
efficient university sector that is more responsive to students and the demands of the global economy. In this sense
universities will have to react to a new set of incentives and
operate like private businesses working to satisfy the needs
of their customers.
Universities that cannot appeal to student demand will

suffer. This in itself will facilitate the "rationalization"
sought by educational establishments. This will likely lead
to the emergence of new and more successful post-secondary institutions.
West suggests private universities, such as the DeVry
Institute, offer students a more attractive alternative to
today's public universities. Not only do private institutions
operate on a year-round basis in the interest of efficient use
of educational resources, they offer courses and training tailored to what the marketplace — employers, and hence students — is demanding. In addition, year-round study means
students will have the option of earning a bachelor's degree
from a private university in a shorter period of time than is
possible from a public university. By attending a private university, students lose less potential income while fulfilling
their educational aspirations and honing skills of value to the
growing global economy.
Whether they choose the private or public post-secondary sector, students themselves will have to pay more of
the real cost of their education. These higher costs will
however, represent an access problem for some students
unless student loan programs are also reformed. West suggests replacing the current fixed debt obligation, which
requires fixed-payments at fixed intervals, with an incomecontingent plan that allows for long repayment periods of
up to 30 years. This contingent-repayment system allows
for low or irregular payments in response to low or irregular incomes. By funding students rather than institutions,
governments will help make institutions more efficient.
With this, governments will be able to concentrate their
limited funds in high impact areas such as scholarships for
low income students.
(The foregoing editorial appeared in The
Chronicle-Herald) UIM
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A near-bankrupt hotel in Edmonton is magically transformed
into an economical and comfortable university

W

HEN BOARD MEMBERS came
to Edmonton for a meeting
at The King's University
College, they used to stay in a hotel.
Now, they stay in the college's main
tower: after all, it used to be a hotel.
In the late 1980s, King's, a small
Christian university that offers undergraduate degree programs, went looking for a new home. Its 500-plus student body was cramped into a leased
campus that was "bursting at the
seams," says John Rhebergen, vicepresident, administration.
The university considered building a new campus, but the school
found it could save money by "recycling" an existing site. As it turned
out, the savings were huge: when it
moved into its new campus in 1993,
King's had spent $13.3 million, compared with an estimated $24 million
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by Paul Marshr
iman

for comparable new construction.
And the property was uniquely suited
to the purpose — a full-service, fully
equipped hotel.
When King's found the hotel, it
was in receivership and had been on
the market for four years, but was
still open for business. And it came
loaded with facilities: an eight-storey
tower with 91 guest rooms; a second,
two-storey tower with another 65
rooms; a full-service kitchen, equipped to handle banquets of up to 700
people; a large lobby; a restaurant,
dining room, lounge, and banquet
rooms; meeting rooms, convention
facilities, bingo hall, pub and night
club; even an indoor swimming pool
and sauna.
The hotel sat on a 10-acre piece of
property, with 10 additional acres of
unoccupied land attached, giving the

school plenty of room for future
expansion.
"It's interesting to superimpose a
small university on a hotel setting,"
says Rhebergen. "Both locations need
food services, overnight accommodations and office space — the hotel lent
itself very well to our renovations."
The college built two new twostorey wings, one for fine arts, the
other for science and computer studies. These are attached to the existing
building by an atrium which is also
used as a gathering place. The result is
a 180,000-square-foot complex that
accommodates 700 students and can
be expanded for up to 1,200.
As for the original hotel building,
the renovations started at the front
door. The entrance and lobby got a
facelift, while the front desk became a
reception area. The restaurant was
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enlarged and the fixed seating replaced
with tables and chairs to make a dining
hall. The kitchen and most of its
equipment remained, but the school
built a new serving area.
The banquet rooms, meanwhile,
became classrooms, with new dropped
ceilings and improved lighting. The

&

bingo hall was converted into showers
and other facilities for the new gymnasiums. The hotel bars became part of
the cafeteria, library and study space.
The pool, alas, was too small to be
useful so it was filled it in.
While the two-storey guest tower
was converted into faculty and staff

BALANCED SOLUTIONS
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
LS a college or university
administrator, you must strike a
balance between the needs of
students, funding limitations,
and your own goals as an
educational leader. At KPMG,
it's our business to help you
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NEW THINKING
We work with institutions
to re-engineer existing organizations and methods. We help
develop new information
systems — or renew existing
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STMKINGTHEBALANCE
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solutions for your institution.
Call Jorma Larton, chair of
KPMG's Higher Education
Practice Group, at (705) 6758500. Or contact your local
KPMG office.

marketplace

offices, the eight-storey tower was
custom-made for a residence, once the
rooms were refitted with mate's beds,
wardrobes, desks and chairs.
King's students occupy only about
half the available residence space —
formerly guestrooms — and the
school uses the remaining rooms in a
various ways. It runs a one-week
Christian hockey ministry during
which the participants live in the residence tower while playing in rinks
around the city. It also has conventions in the complex and offers hotel
rooms on a limited-service basis; the
top two floors have been left in the
original hotel configuration.
As well, says Rhebergen, "we have
board meetings twice a year, so instead
of putting the governors up in hotels,
we invite them to stay in the tower."
The finished complex also has student lounges, laboratories, a lecture
theatre, a performance hall and a
bookstore. The work took 16 months
and was completed "essentially" on
time and within budget — a credit to
the college, which acted as its own
general contractor.
One of the few drawbacks to the
old building is its somewhat inefficient heating system. The college
upgraded the old system with automatic controls and is still looking for
other ways to save money.
King's funded the project privately, obtaining a 10-year financing package from Alberta Treasury Branches,
an Alberta bank. To repay the debt, it
created a group retirement savings
plan, which invests in a mortgage on
the campus and promotes it as a private offering to constituents who support Christian education.
With room to grow, King's is pondering future expansion plans, including a full-sized auditorium and an
extension to the gymnasium. And then
there's that 10-acre field next door.
Today it's a vacant lot..tomorrow
it could be anything, UIM
Paul Marshman is a Toronto-based freelance writer
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1994 CAUBO ENDOWMENT FUND SURVEY

Searching for the Best

Canada's university fund managers have traditionally taken a conservative
approach to managing endowments. But necessity has forced a more dynamic
attitude, with interesting results
by Byron Braley

I
1/1
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N EARLY 1994, University Manager
reviewed the results of the 1992
CAUBO Endowment Fund Survey. At that time, CAUBO's treasury committee called for more global
diversification in the investment of
Canadian university endowments.
Visiting these new frontiers required
university investment officers to buck
old school approaches and aggressively seek new investment options and
opportunities.
Did anyone heed the message?
Was it worth sending? Two years
later, with the publication of the 1994
CAUBO Endowment Fund Survey,
it's worth revisiting the issue. The
results are thought-provoking.
Forty-eight universities and colleges responded to CAUBO's survey
in December, 1994, three more than
1992. Assets totalled about $2.6 billion,

up almost $300 million. However,
endowments remain highly concentrated with the top four schools —
Toronto, McGill, UBC and Alberta —
accounting for half of the assets reported. To put these figures in perspective,
the equivalent U.S. survey, with 446
respondants, reported $90 billion of
cumulative college endowments at the
end of fiscal 1994.
Many universities boasted very
attractive rates of return and there are
some interesting trends related to the
asset mix. Clearly there is a strategic
shift to international equity in an
attempt to boost total performance.
However, in terms of total dollars and
investment mandates, the current investment environment is surprisingly
passive. Also it appears that most endowment growth is attributable to capital presentation spending schemes
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1994 CAUBO ENDOWMENT FUND SURVEY

rather than an outpouring of philanthropy. The "prudent person approach"
of many investment committees may
have resulted from the well publicized
losses of a few high-profile international rogue traders! Very few exotic derivative plays were reported.
DID ANYONE HEED THE CALL?

In 1992, eight universities reported
investments outside North America.

By 1994, the number was 18. The average commitment to global equities
within the original eight schools also
increased, more than doubling in some
cases. The average weighting was 12
per cent across the 18 portfolios.
One of the most refreshing trends
was that 11 of the 18 universities
reporting a global mandate have
endowments of less than $25 million.
Reasoned diversification is not the sole
prerogative of the big schools. The
institutional investment industry has
moved beyond the days when only
large funds could afford to invest outside of North America. There are now
a myriad of unitised international
pooled fund products for smaller pension plans and endowments, including
products that focus on geographic
region, emerging markets, specific
industries and international pooled
funds based on market cap size.
WAS RESTRUCTURING WORTH IT?

Based on the 24 months ending in
December, 1994, the verdict on portfolio restructuring remains ambiguous.
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While 1993 was a spectacular year for
capital markets in general and international investors in particular, you
could argue that in 1994, endowments
might as well have stayed home.
However, the data is hardly conclusive
on this point. The returns are not broken out by asset class in balanced mandate appointments; the 100 per cent
dedicated global mandates are still too
few to draw broad conclusions.

approach. The traditionalist argument
goes: "Cash is king! Woe betide the
university treasurer who doesn't have
enough liquidity in the endowment
fund to pay for a dean's pet project!"
This implies that a school's cash
requirements are known and anticipated. Further, systematic cash generating assets have historically formed
the heart of the portfolio, as they
might in a mature pension plan (i.e. in

While the results of the initial
foray are mixed, 24 months is a very
short period by investment standards.
We are convinced that as the global
market becomes more unified, the
wisdom of the 18 investment committees that invested in international
markets will become apparent. Wider
diversification across a spectrum of
relatively fast-growing economies can
only mean higher earnings and less
volatile returns.

which there are many retirees in relation to current contributors). Thus,
the attractive potential of foreign
markets is compromised not only by
the mysteries of arbitrary dividend
streams but by currency fluctuations
and the predictable quality of bonds.
A huge bias towards bonds
remains in all but the very largest
endowments. Generally the range is
45 to 60 per cent. In fact, only the two
largest universities — McGill and
Toronto — report a bond weighting
of less than 40 per cent (they are
about 28 per cent). As stated two
years ago, a far larger equity commitment is prudent and doesn't necessarily compromise the fulfilment of cash
generation objectives.
Canadian bonds have clearly
demonstrated a risk/reward premium, which has made an otherwise traditional, concentrated asset mix approach acceptable during the past
decade. However, in the longer term,
we must return to a more normal pattern of returns based on the risks of
lending versus the risks of ownership

THE REST OF THE MONEY

With all the talk of big-time international investment, it is worth remembering that the liability streams, such
as academic chair holders, researchers
and student scholarships, are in
Canadian dollars. Further, the consultants who offer advice on portfolio
structure often talk in terms of expected rates of return for each asset class as
a means of deriving an asset mix capable of meeting the anticipated stream
of obligations. The traditional asset
mix of the average university indicates
that most schools still like this
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(i.e. return on equity must be higher
over time if we are to preserve any
sense of entrepreneurship in Canada).
In any event, endowments are supposed to exist in perpetuity. As a
result, these portfolios can probably
afford a longer time horizon than
other institutional funds. Thus endowments have the luxury of participating
in the longer term payouts associated
with some of the more esoteric equity

Major fund-raising drives in B.C.
and the provincial government's support of those campaigns have had a
demonstrable impact. UBC's endowment increased 53 per cent, a staggering $101 million. UBC alone accounted for more than one-third of the
Canadian universities' endowment
growth since 1992.
In terms of endowment dollars
per undergraduate student FTEs,

portfolio includes a modest commitment to U.S. equities as its only nonCanadian exposure.
It is risky to draw significant conclusions from the survey's rate of
return data. Rate of return is the most
difficult statistic to report consistently. Minor variations in complex calculations can be further compounded
by different time periods. Further,
change-over-time data is critical to

plays. Yet not only is debt overweighted but the equity mandates are generally of the bread and butter variety. We
observed new types of equity investments (see chart page 23) but equity
bets are still far too low and much too
concentrated. Treasurers and committees remain too conservative and many
continue to believe mistakenly that
innovative ideas are not available to
funds of their size or type and that an
overweighted bond approach is sensible and prudent.

Toronto's Trinity College ranks first
for the third successive year.

the reasonable interpretation of any
assessment of investment policy.
Arguably this is where the survey is
weakest and it applies to both rate of
return trends and asset mix change.
A final word about rate of return
data. Some universities fail to report
it, either because they don't want to
suffer from comparison, they don't
want to boast, or they are simply
sloppy. Whatever the reason, this part
of the survey is the most incomplete.
CAUBO's Treasury Committee
will enforce a "get tough" policy next
year. Unless there is a less-than-adequate track record for a mandate (i.e.
less than one year), rate of return data
must be reported or the university
will be excluded. In all cases, total
endowment funds must be reported
regardless of the manager(s) used during the period in question.

WHO'S GOT WHAT?

The rank order of Toronto, McGill,
UBC and Alberta is unchanged over
three years. Certain refinements in
reporting make it risky to draw too
many conclusions (the definition of
eligible funds for endowment status
has been reworked and tightened),
but this will improve in subsequent
surveys. Among endowments with
more than $10 million, the greatest
growth over the two-year period was
Saskatchewan's: up 74 per cent, from
$41 million to $71.5 million.
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WHO'S HOT?

Philanthropic cycles fund the kind of
gains seen at UBC. In terms of
investment performance, the highest
annualized rate of return for the fouryear period ending December 3,
1994, was at the University College
of Cape Breton at 13.7 per cent. Two
other schools in the Maritimes
reported returns of greater than 13
per cent.
Interestingly, all three schools use
the same manager (Seamark Asset
Management) and all have endowments of less than $15 million. While
Seamark's mandate is different for each
school, two of the portfolios include a
meaningful component of non-North
American equities and the other has a
heavy weighting in U.S. equities.
The lowest four-year annualized
rate of return was 7.8 per cent, 600
basis points behind the top school.
This is a remarkable range, given that
everyone is in the same game. This

MANAGERS - CAN WE TALK ABOUT
THEM NOW?

The rise and fall of money managers is
a sensitive topic. N o aspect of the survey provokes a more emotional re-
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sponse than discussing the reasons
why accounts won or lost.
The big winners were Sceptre
(which gained three universities and
more than $30 million in assets since
1992) and newcomer Seamark, with
three citations and $18 million in
assets. Vancouver's surging Phillips
Hager North, now the number three
money manager in the country, gained
over $100 million in assets from one
new account (see above re: its relationship with UBC). TAL was up slightly,
with five citations but fewer dollars.
Three very large endowments,
Alberta, SFU and Saskatchewan, keep
a major part of their bond management capability in house. It will be
interesting to watch these portfolios
grow over time as more asset classes
are added. Will additional expertise be
recruited to enhance in-house capability or will more conventional
structures be established? As far as we
know, there are no equity "hired
guns" on university payrolls - yet.
The dominant change in the
endowment manager landscape is the
continuing decline of Jarislowsky,
Fraser, a name which has been synonymous with universities for over two
decades. At the end of 1992, the firm
had a 25 per cent market share and
more than half a billion dollars under
management for 11 schools. Two years
later, they had fallen $100 million, with
only seven schools and a 17.5 per cent
market share. The reasons for the
decline across pensions and endowments are well documented in the
investment trade press. Returns across
portfolios with similar mandates are
very inconsistent and there is a consensus that the firm has lost its focus.
However, it must be said that
Jarislowsky, Fraser still had the greatest
number of citations and the most cash.
WHAT DO I GET TO SPEND?

Most universities report spending levels in the range of four to six per cent
of a rolling market average. However,
the methodology varies widely, which
is surprising given that all schools are
in the same country with the same
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CAUBO INVESTMENT SURVEY
CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES' ENDOWMENT STATUS
RAN K INSTITUTION

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

AS AT DECEMBER 31, 1994

AS AT DECEMBER 31, 1992

Universities

Total Assets
($000)

FTE'S

$ Assets
per FTE

Spending
Rate %

Toronto
McGill
UBC
Alberta
Dalhousie
Calgary
Queen's
McMaster

428,504
386,270
293,529
221,400
144,451
133,630
128,015
101,371

39,958
22,077
27,000
26,400
9,778
21,441
1 3,000
12,000

10,724
17,498
10,871
8,386
14,773
6,232
9,847
8,448

89,283
71,500
63,600
52,221
44,507
43,613
37,066
33,265

13,913
16,000
25,000
22,495
11,628
9,645
2,250
2,900

6,417
4,469
2,544
2,312
3,828
4,522
16,474
11,471

5.0%
6.5%
6.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0% (B)
5.0%
6.0% realized/
7.0% unrealized(B)
65.0% of income (B)
20-30.0% of income &gains(B)
70.0% of income
5.0%
5.2%
5.0% (B)
3.8% (B)
8.0%

30,436
22,619
21,262
21,250
19,748
19,714
19,523
16,971
16,597
14,544
12,904

1,400
27,000
3,500
4,400
30,000
2,093
14,875
23,831
19,100
8,815
700

21,740
838
6,075
4,830
658
9,419
1,312
712
869
1,650
18,434

11,718
10,167
8,966
8,325
7,593
7,048

16,976
9,020
4,110
2,779
4,585
N/R

690
1,127
2,182
2,996
1,656
N/R

5.0%
No Policy
6.5%
N/R
4.0%
6.0% (B)
7.5% (B)
6.9% (B)
6.0% (B)
5.0%
Real rate
less inflation (B)
7.0% (B)
All income
5.0%
5.6%
4.0%
N/R

6,522
6,204
5,700
5,346
4,812
4,754
4,400
4,374
2,676

3,250
5,902
1,700
2,543
8,600
1,300
6,097
759
2,969

2,008
1,051
3,353
2,102
560
3,657
722
5,763
901

6.5% (B)
Real Rate
N/R
5.0% (B)
No Policy
4.0%
6.0% (B)
6.5%
N/R

7,575
N/R
3,286
5,064
3,778
N/R
N/R
3,618
N/R

2,615
1,588
1,085
1,000
427

600
500
1,900
800
1,850

4,358
3,176
571
1,250
231

N/R
N/R (B)
N/R
5-7.0% (B)
No Policy

1,757
1,155
N/R
N/R
N/R

97

460

211

Simon Fraser
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Western
Victoria
UNB
Mt. Allison
Victoria College
(U of T)
Trinity College
Laval
Acadia
Lethbridge
Montreal
St. Thomas
York
Ottawa
Waterloo
Regina
King's College
(Dalhousie)
Concordia
Carleton
Winnipeg
Mt. St. Vincent
Trent
I'Univ. de
Sherbrooke
Brandon
St. Mary's
Laurentian
U. of PEI
Brock
Tech. U. of N.S.
Lakehead
Huron College
U. College of
Cape Breton
Univ. Ste. Paul
Ste. Anne
Nipissing Univ.
St. Paul College
King's College
(Western)
King's College
(Edmonton)

Total Assets
($000)
372,681
343,189
192,300
190,700
132,503
114,211
N/R
92,656
25,816
41,000
46,806
N/R
33,999
40,602
32,637
30,239
26,700
23,581
18,298
N/R
15,700
18,209
14,700
N/R
12,000
11,326
N/R
N/R
7,333
7,000
N/R
5,519
N/R

N/R (B)

N/R

Totol Endowment Assets = $2,593,210
'all spending rates a percentage of market value unless indicated (B) for book value. No response (N/R)
CAUBO Investments Survey
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inflation rate. It has been suggested
that when determining appropriate
spending levels, a more relevant inflationary indicator might be chosen
from the indices related to education.
This might be less effective than using
geographically specific inflation rates
because there is some variance across
the country; in fact, some schools may
have taken such data into account. On
average the spending rates are still
higher than those at U.S. schools.
The most aggressive spending level
was eight per cent at the University of
Toronto's Victoria College. Mount
Allison was the most conservative at
3.8 per cent, based on book value.

T O T A L REPORTED ASSETS BY E N D O W M E N T SIZE
(As at December 31, 1994)

Note: Smillions (No. of Universities)
$25-50 (5)
7%

$100-200 (4)
20%
>200 (4)
51%
$50-100 (4)
11%
All Others (31)
11%

POLITICAL CORRECTNESS

As in 1992, political correctness was
not an issue, possibly because, relative
to pension assets in Canada, endowments are small potatoes. In any case,
no university reported divestment
based on a "no sin" stock or a geographical screen.

Notes:
48 Instititutions participated in the 1994 CAUBO Survey, reporting assets
totalling $2.59 billion.
The endowments remains highly concentrated; the 4 wealthiest schools each
have assets in excess of $220 million and control 51% of the total.
The University of Toronto continues to have the largest endowment at $429 million.

VAULT MINDERS AND SCOREKEEPERS

There has been surprisingly little
change in terms of security custodianship. Canada Trust remains number one — it was cited as often as the
other trust companies combined.
Endowments seem to have resisted
the notion of segregated global custodianship — only three universities

cited specific global setups and two of
them belonged to Royal Trust, which
was also responsible for domestic
assets in each case.
Relative performance measurement still received only a lukewarm
endorsement from the university community. Only 15 respondents used it,

INNOVATION

F

ew cutting edge investment mandates were reported.
Although the universities' corporate culture should support the idea of taking new technology to the marketplace, there are no Canadian small cap or venture capital mandates. Further, derivative plays are rare and real estate mandates almost non-existent. The 1994 award for "taking the
plunge" goes jointly to Toronto and Dalhousie for participating
in Newcastle's synthetic American equity index product, which
gave their portfolio Canadian denominated exposure to the
world's richest equity market.

Honourable mention goes to McGill for investing with the
Hedge Fund offered by the American Common Fund. The fund
employs managers with some expertise in stock selection, a bias
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down from 16 in 1992. However, this
seems to be a function of size: 11 of
the 12 largest funds use a third-party
measurement. Interestingly, only two
measurement companies — SEI and
Comstat — received more than one
citation. Neither CTUCS, the trust
company joint sponsored initiative

ROLL

toward long positions, and an ability to provide positive,
absolute returns under most types of market conditions. The
managers may use both long and short positions and may make
substantial use of leverage and derivative securities.
"McGill started small (about three per cent of total assets)," says
treasurer Stu Budden, "but we anticipate excellent risk diversification through a new vehicle whose returns are not highly correlated with our other mandates."
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first long-term investment in a Common Fund pool by a Canadian school. The
Common Fund's innovative management structure has been a
godsend for many American schools and their example is very
instructive for Canadian universities.
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designed to break into the business,
nor Intersec, were cited, although both
had appeared to make marginal
inroads in 1992.
PREDICTIONS

Since the CAUBO survey was initiated, assets have grown by billions
and the accuracy and quality of
reporting have improved greatly As
cutbacks put more pressure on
endowments to preserve academic
and financial aid programs, the need
for relevant commentary increases.
The following are predictions about
what we'll see in 1996:
• Derivatives are here to stay.
Investment committees should get
used to it, especially if derivatives
offer a practical way to achieve
attractive returns from markets that
are difficult for conventional managers to get at.
• Watch for larger portfolios to use
more hedge funds to tweak performance at the edges. McGill is already
there (see sidebar page 24). Whether
it's distressed securities, high-yield
debt, oil tankers or other innovative
strategies, world-class hedge managers
have achieved extraordinary'returns.
The results are due to the managers'
skill, the flexibility within which they
operate, and most importantly, their
tendency to reduce market exposure
by establishing both long and short
positions. It's just a matter of time
before we achieve a sufficient level of
understanding of this technique.

soned predictions of returns, you
should ask the following question: do
you believe that in the long term a
university's portfolio of managers can
beat the costs of funds and enhance
returns? If so, would you borrow the
funds to implement such a strategy
and bank the spread? Some large
American schools are already doing it
because they have a uniquely longterm perspective and a sophisticated
understanding of how uncorrelated
asset class returns mitigate risk. The
universities' endowments are unique
because they are huge pools of assets
for their own sake, and unlike pensions, they have the mandate to exist
in perpetuity. We can afford to be
aggressive but patient!
• Some form of shared services, not
unlike the American Common Fund
model, will emerge. The only question is the degree of formality.
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Byron Braley is treasurer, U.B.C., and chairman ofCAUBO's Treasury Committee.

We
know
pensions

• Program related investments (PRIs)
have largely been limited to faculty
mortgages. We predict an explosion of
this kind of activity as universities seek
more creative ways of addressing funding crises. PRIs are designed to help
build long-term assets that strengthen
the university's capacity to pursue program goals by investing in their own
entrepreneurial ventures. The fiduciary
obligation to achieve high and consistent rates will be recognized.
• Leverage is an unpopular concept.
But if you understand the correlations between your preferred asset
classes and combine this with rea-

Endowments have so much in common in terms of objectives and needs
that the case for collective money
management or consulting is very
compelling. The Common Fund's
huge success over the past 25 years has
only served to enhance the notion.
Furthermore, if we were to consider
combining the universities' endowments with the $2.5 billion in assets
run by the 50 largest Canadian charities in a kind of pooled management
model for all long-term, philanthropically driven portfolios, the case becomes even more compelling. Two
years ago, we said it was an idea whose
time had come. As we seek more
innovative and economical ways to
achieve better investment results, we
should act now. WM

•

:

•

:

•
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Northern Trust

T h e DIFFERENCE is the

direction
provides global custody and
trustee services to pension and mutual funds.

THE NORTHERN TRUST COMPANY, CANADA

For information please contact:
Keith Martin, Vice President or John Pike, President
The Northern Trust Company, Canada Telephone: (416) 365-7161 Fax: (416) 365-9484

DELICATE

With Canada's public institutions under intense pressure to be
more accountable, Pis are drawing increased attention by Susan Cray

A

LTHOUGH THEY'VE EXISTED in

some form for about two
decades, there's still considerable confusion about the definition of
performance indicators (Pis) and what
they're supposed to accomplish.
In an effort to help its members
better understand this complex issue,
the Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada (AUCC) recently
prepared a research primer. It defines a
PI as "a policy-relevant statistic, number or qualitative description that provides an indication that the university,
some aspect of it, or the university
system is performing as it should."
Pis are tools for evaluating educational activity that can be used by
institutions and governments alike.
Key features of performance indicators include the fact that they have a
reference point and that they are open
to interpretation.
The AUCC's primer indicates that
Pis are best used to measure an institution's success in achieving its goals,
rather than for making comparisons
among different universities. While
the AUCC may stress institutional
autonomy, the provinces are busy
developing their own sets of core Pis.
The Pan-Canadian Education
Indicators Programme (PCEIP) developed by the Council of Ministers of
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Education of Canada (CMEC) is
designed to provide a tool "to inform
(provincial) policy making," says coordinator Monique Belanger.
The CMEC's model is the O E C D
Indicators in Education project, although Belanger points out that the
actual OECD indicators merely serve
as a guide. By next spring, the Council
hopes to have a set of Pis, based on
statistics, which it will monitor and
modify as the need arises.
Pis will be grouped into six areas:
accessibility, program completion
time, academic achievement, schoolwork transition, citizenship and satisfaction. Project literature states that
these areas "reflect a consensus on
important goals for the education systems in Canada" and that links among
them are strong.
Belanger acknowledges that some
indicators may be problematic. Citizenship, she notes, is "a loaded one.
What is a good citizen? Someone who
is law-abiding? Someone who's environmentally sensitive?" Maurice
Cohen, former vice-rector, institutional relations and finance at Concordia
University, has particular difficulty
with PCEIP's satisfaction category. He
questions the wisdom of governments
measuring student satisfaction when
"the other five areas, if positive, would

supposedly lead to a high degree of
satisfaction."
Others are equally critical. CAUT
executive director Donald Savage and
UBC professor William Bruneau
wrote the paper Not a Magic Bullet:
Performance Indicators in Theory and
Practice. Savage and Bruneau are concerned that Pis may be used to centralize power in universities and they urge
academics and administrators to raise
the issue if they see this happening.
The Alberta government plans to
make performance a factor in distributing funds to its universities. A paper
released last June recommends that one
to three per cent of the province's general post-secondary operations grant
be placed in a performance envelope
for this purpose. The new mechanism
will operate on a pilot basis by 1996-7
and will be fully implemented by 199798. Several working groups, including
one composed of the provinces' four
universities, are currently working
together to refine key performance
indicators (KPIs).
Keith Winter, vice-president, finances and services, at the University of
Calgary, and former Newfoundland
deputy minister of education, is a
strong proponent of Pis. However, he
expresses concern about a formula
that takes money from an institution's
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Baring International Investment
(Canada) Limited

David A. Gurrie
President

Suite 2408 - 150 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5II 1J9
(416) 599-1835 Facsimile: (416) 599-0373

An open letter to CAUBO members:

As a CAUBO member, we are delighted to participate in this issue of University
Manager.
PRUDENCE? - FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY? - GOVERNANCE?
Whatever term you choose the reality of dealing with trusteed assets today is that
you must pay attention to risk and risk can only be managed through a highly
disciplined program of international diversification. Canada, after all, represents a
mere 2.2% of global capitalization. And yet, many institutions invest the vast
majority of assets in our domestic market. Pension funds are somewhat restricted by
a foreign limit but not so with endowment funds.
Baring Asset Management was the first to introduce international investment
services to the Canadian pension and endowment sectors in the late 70s. Since
then we have grown and evolved with our clients in Canada to the point today
where we manage in excess of $2 Billion on behalf of 40 relationships. We have
several commingled products for small to medium sized entities and offer segregated
management for larger clients.
We employ a highly disciplined process based on teams of specialists located around
the globe who select and closely monitor client assets. The key link between our
process and you the client is the Portfolio Manager. All Portfolio Managers for
North American clients are located in Boston in order to serve you better.
If we can be of assistance to your group or if you would like information on our
products and services, please call me, David Currie at (416) 599-1835. Client
references are available in your area.

Yours very truly,

Baring Asset Management
Member of INO GROUP
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Balancing

ACT
funding based on its performance.
"We see this as a contradiction,"
he explains. "The government wants
us to co-operate with other institutions in the college and university system but if we're going to be fighting
tooth and nail for dollars, it won't do
much for co-operation." Winter is
confident, however, that the University of Calgary, "will be able to perform quite well once the KPIs are
finally nailed down."
Barry Snowden, an Alberta government consultant, believes the controversy surrounding Pis will lessen
as people learn to trust the system. He
is pleased with Alberta's progress to
date — at least 12 indicators have
already been defined, meaning there is
a "relatively common understanding
of them."
For Snowden, the big conceptual
challenge with Pis arises from "the
definition of success when different
institutions, in comparative terms,
have different objectives and define
things differently."
Alberta is not the only province
developing Pis. Others include
Quebec and Nova Scotia, the latter on
behalf of all the Maritime provinces
via the Maritime Provinces Higher
Education Commission.
While Quebec has a long history
of relying on performance indicators,
they have been used almost exclusively for planning. Cost per student is the
indicator which has had the greatest
impact on planning to date.
There is great pressure in Quebec
to make the post-secondary education
system more accountable. The rate of
retention until graduation is the only
statistic used for funding performance
and education minister Jean Garon has
indicated that he wants it to be transformed into a true PI. (At present,
approximately one per cent of funding
is tied to retention.)
Education researcher Michel Falardeau described the delicate balancing
act that is needed to avoid "turbulence"
in the university system when asked
whether Quebec would move towards
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a closer link between funding and Pis
in the future. "In the current economic
context, where new moneys are not
available, it is more difficult to introduce new budgetary measures to stimulate performance. The universities

"In the current economic context,
where new moneys are not available, it is more difficult to introduce new budgetary measures to
stimulate performance."

would be reticent... and there must be
stability in the system."
It's debatable whether Quebec or
Alberta is leading vis a vis standardized Pis. In the meantime, there is
much work to do to develop meaningful and workable performance indicators. The new stress on outcomes, as
opposed to inputs, brings with it a

greater challenge. It's more difficult to
agree on what makes a successful quality graduate (outcome) than to look at
what the system has to work with in
the first place (input).
Some things may even defy analysis. Bruneau and Savage critique the
current thinking which ignores the
importance of the "education of active
and critically-minded democrats. No
Pis show even remote promise of
measuring this motive force in higher
education."
For Sid Gilbert, a sociology professor working on AUCC's indicator
project, the question is a difficult one.
"I don't know if we can develop Pis
to measure the democratic or critical
spirit. If we start with the easier
things, like literacy and numeracy,
perhaps we can develop a body of expertise and ultimately some measure
of critical thinking or creative thinking. We'll have to work at this over the
long term." UIM
Susan Cray is a free-lance writer based in
Montreal.
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Dons

planifies

Vavenir

sonnant
Les universites quebecoises se mettent a l'heure de cette nouvelle
manne que seront les dons planifies

O

N ESTIME QU'AU COURS des

vingt prochaines annees, le patrimoine familial quebecois
atteindra 250 milliards de dollars, colossale somme dont heritera la generation
du "baby-boom". Ces memes "boomers", qui ont embrasse les causes les
plus diverses depuis les annees 60,
parviendront eux-memes a maturite
entre 2005 et 2045, laissant entrevoir un
"age d'or" des dons planifies pour les
organismes philanthropiques qui auront su trouver la corde sensible de ces
donateurs potentiels.
Alors que de tels dons font partie
des moeurs sur les campus americains,
les universites quebecoises ne font que
commencer a explorer l'enorme potentiel de cette source de financement. II
n'y avait en fait que l'Universite
McGill qui occupait le secteur, ayant
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par Louise A. Legauit

cree son programme il y a 17 ans.
"Si l'on y pense bien, l'Universite
McGill a ete fondee grace a un don differe", rappelle Marie J. Lizotte, directeur,
Dons planifies. Le commer^ant James
McGill avait legue sa ferme de Burnside
ainsi qu'un montant d'argent en vue de la
creation d'un etablissement d'enseignement superieur. McGill a pu atteindre la
stature qu'on lui connait actuellement
grace a de tels dons tout au long de son
histoire. L'Universite marque d'ailleurs
l'annee prochaine son 175e anniversaire
et s'en promet toute une...
Vitesse

de

croisiere
On considere generalement qu'il en
prend de dix a quinze annees avant
qu'un programme de dons planifies

n'atteigne sa vitesse de croisiere. "Les
dons differes peuvent representer
jusqu'a 25% des contributions privees", poursuit Marie Lizotte. C'est
ainsi qu'en 1994/95, l'Universite a
amasse 41 millions de dollars de
sources privees dont 6,7 millions de
dollars en dons differes. McGill peut
d'ores et deja compter sur 1 053 dons
differes. "Or, on estime generalement
dans le milieu que 35 dons representent environ 1 million de dollars",
nous renseigne Madame Lizotte.
McGill tire son bulletin "Estate
Planning Guide" a quelque 60 000
exemplaires distribues a travers le
monde, ajoutant chaque annee a cette
liste les personnes diplomees de l'etablissement depuis 15 ans. (Imaginez les
frais de poste, surtout avec la recente
hausse des tarifs...) Le programme se
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What do our 65 years
in service businesses
have to do with your campus?

It's no secret that Marriott has a proven name in lodging and food services.
And now we bring the benefits of both Marriott janitorial and food services
to colleges and universities across the country:
Employee relations know-how
Our unparalleled record for excellent employee relations
and extensive training and motivation prepare our people
to create superior customer satisfaction in both janitorial
and food services.

Time^proven, automated

systems

We have developed our Enhance System, a computerized
janitorial planning and management system that ensures
smooth daily operations and that actually gives our clients
more control over their campus janitorial services.

Exclusive university brands:
PU£a«-Hut* and TOttMottem „
Whether it's Pizza Hut or Tim Hortons, our clients' food
service operations can benefit from exclusive industry
agreements that bring these customer-pleasing brands to
campus.

Customer-driven approach
We ask for feedback systematically, constantly seeking and
implementing better ways to please our customers.
Call us today. And see how 65 years of experience can pay
off for your school.

^ Harriott
Your partner for janitorial and food services
1-905/632-8592
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sert aussi du magazine McGill News,
distribue a tous les diplomes, afin de
faire passer le message grace a des
temoignages, le plus souvent a caractere historique. Les deux employes du
programme des dons planifies essaient
de rencontrer individuellement tout
donateur qui se manifeste, ceci afin de
bien conseiller la personne et d'assurer
un transfert de fonds efficace. "Nous
ne manquons pas de donateurs,
soupire Madame Lizotte, plutot de
temps et d'argent avec le cout des
displacements."
"II y a autant de raisons de faire un
don qu'il y a de donateurs, explique-telle. La tenue de reunions de diplomes
inspire souvent les gens a faire un
don." A ce chapitre, McGill peut
compter sur un reseau de societes de
diplomes a travers le monde.
Madame Lizotte remarque qu'au
cours des cinq dernieres annees,
plusieurs universites quebecoises ont
cree leur programme de dons planifies,
ce dont tous ne peuvent que beneficier,
selon elle, de plus en plus de gens etant
sensibilises a cette forme de dons.
Une culture

a

instaurer
Pour Bernard Goyette, directeur,
division dons planifies du Fonds de
developpement de l'Universite de
Montreal, son travail en est un de sensibilisation, de formation et d'education avant tout. Il ne parle de rien de
moins qu'"une culture a instaurer". "II faut beaucoup de doigte, de
respect et de patience, poursuit-il.
L'approche de sollicitation se doit
d'etre douce et passe par l'aide que
Ton peut apporter aux gens." Son
bulletin "Patrimoine", rempli de conseils sur Palimentation, la forme
physique (Bernard Goyette etait
auparavant directeur des sports au
CEPSUM!) et...les finances, bien
entendu, circule a 42 000 exemplaires,
distribue a tous les diplomes de 45
ans et plus.
L'Universite de Montreal a instau-
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re son programme en 1992 et peut
d'ores et deja compter sur 125 dons.
"On considere dans le milieu que pour
chaque don connu, il y en a trois ou
quatre dont on n'apprendra l'existence
qu'a la lecture du testament." M.
Goyette considere qu'il y a en fait
trois grands defis a relever dans le
domaine des dons planifies: le faire, le
dire, en temoigner, le temoignage etant
le moyen de persuasion le plus fort
dont il puisse disposer pour chatouiller la corde sensible d'autres
donateurs potentiels.
Une affaire

approche plus "affaires" dans la poursuite de cette nouvelle manne et a
surtout travaille les dons de contrats
d'assurance grace a la participation de
diplomes oeuvrant dans ce secteur.
L'Ecole fonde ainsi beaucoup d'espoirs
sur la generation montante, plus
habituee a etre sollicitee par le biais des
campagnes annuelles.
"C'est en fait un changement des
mentalites qui s'opere, les etudiants
etant embauches pour faire du telemarketing et les solliciteurs benevoles sensibilisant leurs anciens collegues a ce nouveau phenomene. Le
pointage que nous faisons a l'occasion de la campagne annuelle nous
permet aussi d'identifier des donateurs potentiels", ajoute-t-elle. (Grace
au pointage, on peut evaluer la capacite de donner d'un individu et lui
suggerer un montant afin de maximise: le potentiel de dons.)
Les dons planifies ne representent
encore qu'une faible proportion des
dons aux HEC mais, il ne fait aucun
doute, selon Madame Lariviere, que
cette proportion est appelee a croitre. WM

a

developper
Meme son de cloche a l'Ecole des
Hautes Etudes Commerciales, ou Ton
sollicite activement les dons differes
depuis 1991. "Dans les universites
americaines, souligne Isabelle Lariviere, on approche les diplomes des
qu'ils ont quitte les couloirs de l'etablissement. On sollicite en fait les etudiants et leurs parents." L'Ecole a
adopte, faut-il s'en surprendre, une

r
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BUILDING ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT
Morrison Hershfield is a Canadian engineering and management firm with
offices across the country. Providing services since 1946, our Building
Engineering and Management Division focuses on facilities management,
fire safety, building science and concrete technology.

"Our mission... to be partners in our clients' success."
Our Facilities Management Services Include:
• Building Audits
• Renewals Planning
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• Operational Analysis

For more information please contact Mr. Robert H. Dixon at (416) 499-3110.
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The Challenge Facing
Higher Education
PROVIDE A SAFE, QUALITY
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
AT THE LOWEST COST.

Additionally, Ogden's expertise in
strategic and capital planning, project management and financial systems enables Universities and
Colleges to address the opportunities of tomorrow.

Ogden Facility Services assists
Educational Institutions maximize
the effectiveness of their facility
operations. Our success is measured by our ability to provide students, faculty and administrators
the productive, comfortable campus
necessary in the pursuit of
"Academic Excellence."

By engaging Ogden to focus on the
day-to-day responsibility for support service, institutions are able to
increase flexibility, improve
productivity and fully utilize key
resources.

As a team, we will reengineer work
processes and refine service delivery to increase quality and reduce
operating costs.

With over 100 years of facilities
management experience providing
mechanical, custodial and grounds
maintenance, energy management,

power plant management and
security, Ogden is uniquely positioned to give you the edge.
Ogden Facility Services is a division of the $2.5 billion Ogden
Corporation, a New York Stock
Exchange-listed company with
47,000 employees around the
globe.
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FACILITY
S E R V I C E S

For more information call: 800-263-8970
OGDEN FACILITY SERVICES
Suite 107,411 Richmond St. East
Toronto, Ontario M5A3S5

1995 CAUBO QUALITY & PRODUCTIVITY AWARDS PROGRAM

Enter Your Best

Innovations!

INTRODUCTION

CRITERIA

CAUBO, the Canadian Association of University
Business Officers, exists to promote professional
and effective management of the administrative,
financial and business affairs of higher education.
Related to this objective is our annual awards program which is designed to recognize and share university achievements in improving the quality and
reducing the cost of higher education programs
and services. Academic initiatives will be considered on the grounds of increased productivity and
of cost savings; increased quality of instruction will
not be considered, since it is beyond the scope of
the CAUBO mandate, and other venues exist for
its recognition.

The six evaluation categories for the Quality &
Productivity Awards lead to a scoring profile with
a maximum of 100 points. The scoring factors and
point values for each category are as follows.
• 15% Portability - the potential for use of the
technique at other institutions.
• 15% Originality-the originality and uniqueness
of the idea as applied to higher education.
• 25% Quality impact-the extent of the impact of
the improvements in quality of service as seen
by the end user, or in working conditions as
seen by staff.
• 25% Productivity impact - the extent of the
impact of the improvements in productivity. The
size of the institution will be taken into account
where the improvements generate financial savings or increased revenue.
• 15% Involvement-the extent of the involvement
of the entire institutional community. Consultation beforehand with staff and users, faculty
and students, and broad acceptance of the
changes will be recognized.
• 5% Clarity of presentation-clear documentation
of how the project is being implemented and,
where applicable, a clear indication of the outcome that reflects at least 12 months of measurable results.

AWARDS

There are two award categories - national and
regional. Three national cash awards are given
annually for the best three submissions nationally.
N o institution may receive more than one national
award per year.
First p r i z e - $10,000
Second prize - $5,000
Third prize - $3,000

In addition to the national awards, four regional
awards will be given for the best submission in each
region (Atlantic Canada, Quebec, Ontario and
Western Canada) which does not win a national
award. Submissions receiving a national award are
not eligible for a regional award; however, an institution may win both a national and a regional
award for different submissions. Awards winners
are announced in May and plaques are presented by
the sponsors at the Annual CAUBO Conference in
June. Institutions that have previously submitted
initiatives to the Quality & Productivity Awards
program are allowed to resubmit their previous initiatives, provided they contain additional qualitative and quantitative results.

SELECTION COMMITTEE

The Selection Committee is chaired by the Chair
of CAUBO's Administrative and Support Services
Committee, and includes representatives from the
sponsoring organizations and CAUBO.
PUBLICATION

One of the principal objectives of the program is to
encourage the transfer of knowledge. A precis of
each submission, together with the contact persons
for more information, will be published by
CAUBO and distributed to all member institutions. All entries will be posted in a World-WideWeb facility. Recognition is also provided through
national and local media.

Sponsored by the Royal Bank of Canada, Xerox Canada Ltd. and KPMG
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1995 CAUBO QUALITY & PRODUCTIVITY AWARDS PROGRAM

Application Form

Descriptive Title of Proposal

(Please provide a brief description of the quality and productivity initiative, consisting of 100 - 200 words.
The Selection Committee uses this document, along with any supplementary material, to select the overall winners. The abstract also serves as a write-up for the World-Wide-Web posting. To facilitate this
process, please submit it on a diskette in WordPerfect format.)

Date of Implementation (must have been in place for a minimum of 12 months to qualify)

Name of Institution

Name and Title of Person(s) Responsible for the Idea

Office Address

Fax Number

Telephone Number

E-mail Address

I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge the statements and calculations contained herein accurately reflect the circumstances reported. I further authorize CAUBO to publicize this information for use
by other institutions of higher education in whatever way CAUBO may consider appropriate.

Signature of Chief Business Officer of the Institution

Name and Title

Office Address

Telephone Number

Fax Number

E-mail Address

Send to CAUBO:
320 - 350 Albert St., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1R 1 B1
Tel.: (613)563-1236 Fax: (613)563-7739 E-mail: KCLEMENTS@AUCC.CA
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De quelques preoccupations des universites

quebecoises
Les principales preoccupations des universites quebecoises se ramenent a trois problematiques: la crise des finances publiques et son effet sur la situation budgetaire des universites;
l'impact des compressions budgetaires sur les personnels des universites; et enfin, la rationalisation interuniversitaire des programmes d'etudes.

L

A CRISE DES FINANCES publiques
place les universites quebecoises
dans une situation budgetaire tres
difficile. Pour Pannee financiere 19951996, les compressions budgetaires sont
de l'ordre de 80 M $, sur un budget
d'environ 2 milliards. Au total, les universites disposent de 100 M $ de moins
qu'il y a six ans alors que tous, y compris
le ministre de l'Education de Pepoque,
reconnaissaient leur sous-financement.
Par ailleurs, si le gouvernement ne
revient pas sur sa decision de ne pas
hausser les droits de scolarite au cours
de son mandat, le Quebec, avec des
droits de scolarite annuels de 1 670$,
continuera a etre nettement en dessous
de la moyenne canadienne a ce chapitre.
Comme les masses salariales
representent quelque 80% du budget
des universites, il est inevitable que des
compressions de cette ampleur affectent les personnels. Ainsi, dans la
preparation des budgets d'operation
des universites pour Pannee 19951996, il a fallu rechercher, souvent avec
la collaboration des differentes categories d'employes et des syndicats ou
des associations qui les representent,
les moyens les plus efficaces a mettre
en oeuvre pour eviter ou minimiser les
deficits d'operation. Toute une
panoplie de mesures ont ainsi ete
retenues, selon les differentes categories d'employes impliques et selon
les besoins particuliers de chaque universite. A titre illustratif, on peut mentionner, pour le personnel de soutien,
les mesures suivantes: diminution
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importante, sinon abolition, du travail
a temps supplemental; gel de Pembauche des employes surnumeraires
ou temporaires, gel de la creation de
postes, abolition ou coupure de postes
non combles, mesures volontaires de
reduction du temps de travail, reduction de salaire compensee par des conges sans traitement, bonification des
programmes d'incitation a la retraite.
Pour le personnel enseignant, entre
autres, les mesures suivantes ont ete
retenues: delais ou simplement moratoire dans le comblement de postes;
abolition de postes non combles; abolition de degrevements de taches lies
a certaines fonctions; augmentation
du nombre d'etudiants par cours; diminution de Pembauche de charges de
cours ou d'auxiliaires d'enseignement,
et enfin, bonification des programmes
de retraite ou de preretraite.
Mais il appert deja que ces mesures
seront insuffisantes pour faire face a la
situation qui se dessine pour les prochaines annees, et c'est du cote de la
reorganisation du travail que Pattention
se tourne actuellement. D'ailleurs, de
nombreuses experiences sectorielles
sont actuellement en cours, dans plusieurs etablissements, touchant la reorganisation ou la fusion fonctionnelle de
services, ou simplement la revision des
objectifs et des pratiques en vigueur.
Leur situation budgetaire amene
egalement les universites a remettre en
question leurs activites dans le
domaine academique. C'est ainsi
qu'elles ont entame recemment une

par Jacques Bordeieau
reflexion collective sur la rationalisation interuniversitaire des programmes d'etudes. C'est une question
eminemment complexe, qui exige la
conciliation de facteurs lies a P accessibility aux etudes et a l'offre de programmation de base, a l'extension et a
la repartition des formations specialises, aux contraintes geographiques,
a la gestion des ressources humaines et
physiques. Le Comite des affaires*
academiques de la C R E P U Q , qui
regroupe les vice-recteurs a Penseignement ou aux etudes des universites, a
elabore un plan de travail sur la rationalisation du developpement des programmes. Ce plan contient trois
volets: Petablissement de criteres communs de revue strategique en vue de la
rationalisation des programmes; l'evaluation du fonctionnement des programmes de doctorat conjoint et Pintegration des technologies de Pinformation dans Penseignement universitaire. Un groupe de travail a ete cree
pour chacun des volets.
En somme, on peut dire du systeme universitaire quebecois qu'il lui
faut faire face a des imperatifs de consolidation, tout en preservant les
acquis et en lui permettant un certain
developpement, si Pon veut que le
Quebec puisse soutenir la competition
avec les societes avec lesquelles il est
en concurrence, WM
Jacques Bordeieau est directeur general de la
Conference des recteurs et des principaux des
universites du Quebec
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Confronting the

Crisis
Three issues dominate the agenda for Quebec universities: the crisis in public
funding, its impact on staff, and the rationalization of programs

T

HE CRISIS IN PUBLIC FINANCES

puts Quebec universities in a
difficult budgetary position. For
1995-1996, the cuts amount to $80 million from a $2 billion budget. The universities now have $100 million less to
work with than they did six years ago,
when it was widely recognized that the
institutions were underfunded. The
outlook for the next few years is dim,
given that the province's finances will
feel the impact of Ottawa's large-scale
cutbacks to Established Programs
Financing (EPF).
If the provincial government
does not increase tuition fees during
this term of office, Quebec's fees will
continue at levels well below the
Canadian average. And the gap is going to widen even further over the
next few years.
Given that payrolls account for
about 80 per cent of university budgets, any large-scale cuts are bound to
affect staff. When setting their 1995-96
operating budgets, various measures
were adopted, depending on the different categories of employees involved and the university's needs.
For example, measures affecting
support staff include: a significant
decrease in or elimination of overtime;
a freeze on hiring occasional or temporary employees; a freeze on new
positions; the abolition of vacant positions; voluntary measures for reducing
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work time; salary reductions compensated by unpaid leave; and the
enhancement of open-window retirement programs.
Faculty measures include: delays
or moratoriums on filling positions;
abolishing vacant positions; abolishing exemptions from tasks involved
in certain positions; increasing class
sizes; cutting the number of lecturers
and teaching assistants; and enhancing retirement or early-retirement
programs.
Attention is now turning to work
reorganization. In a number of institutions, sectorial experiments involving
reorganization, the consolidation of
departments or a review of current
objectives and practices are underway.
Human resources management will
preoccupy university administrations
for years to come.
The budgetary position is also
forcing universities to question their
academic activities. This recently led
them to initiate a collective thinking
process on inter-university rationalization of programs of study. The
work is in the early stages and is centred on examining scenarios or models that have been tried locally or in
other networks of higher learning,
including Great Britain, the United
States and Holland.
This is a highly complex matter in
which one must reconcile different

By Jacques Bordeieau

factors concerning accessibility to
education and the offering of basic
programs, the expansion and distribution of specialized training, geographical constraints, and human and physical resources management.
CREPUQ's Academic Affairs
Committee, which consists of the universities' vice rectors of teaching and
studies, has created a program development rationalization work plan. It
consists of three parts: establishing
common strategic-review criteria for
the purpose of rationalizing programs;
assessing the functioning of joint doctoral programs; and integrating information technologies into university
teaching. Task groups have been created for each of these parts.
In order for Quebec to remain
competitive, the province's university
network must confront the imperatives of consolidation, while preserving the individual institution's achievements and leaving room for ongoing
development. This is the message the
universities conveyed to the Commission for the Estates General on
Education during recent public hearings. The hearings will culminate with
the National Estates General, to be
held next June, UIM
Jacques Bordeieau is executive director of the
Conference of Rectors and Principals of
Quebec Universities (CREPUQ)
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Server
Technology...
Technical commitment from Datatel is
consistently offering the latest advanced
information processing solutions. It's
client/server technology. It's multiple
hardware platforms with open systems
architecture. It's Colleague for
Student, Human Resources, Financial,
and Alumni & Development
management. It's B e n e f a c t o r for
advanced fund-raising management. It's
the TopView Executive Information
Service. It's a leading CASE tool. It's
ensuring the client technological
evolution, not revolution.

'Service mm
Philosophy/
Dr. Laird de L. Sloan- Director of Product Strategy

Jayne W. Edge- Vice President of Services

Client/server technology and
client/service philosophy are
the foundations for our success

employees are committed to

in Post-Secondary Education.

research and development.

Twenty-five percent of our

Forty percent to service and

Service and support commitment from
Datatel is 27 years of experience and
expertise. It's being the market leader in
Canada. It's making Post-Secondary
Education our primary business. It's
association memberships with ACCC,
ARUCC, CAUBO and CCAE. It's being a
financially secure, flexible and responsive
company. It's picking up the phone and
talking directly with the heads of product
strategy and client services. It's response
line and users' groups. It's being online
and on time. It's being the industry leader,
year in and year out, in client retention.

support. One hundred percent
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////DATATEL
to client satisfaction.

4375 Fair Lakes Court

J00 Spear Street, Suite 1410

Fairfax, Virginia 22033

San Francisco, California 94105

703.968.9000

415.957.9002

800.969.4577

800.969.9002

DICK FOSBURY
1968 Olympic Gold Medalist who
lged the course of High Jumping
e invention of the "Fosbury Flo '
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The Concept is the Same it's the
Style that sets one Apart.
Sn any field of endeavour you will find
f t h o s e who take an original and
unconventional approach. This attitude and
style consequently establishes new records
and sets new standards of excellence.
One such area where Altamira takes a
unique approach to things is in the Global
Bond Market.
The different world markets present
different economic scenarios for investment
as the countries that drive the global market
are entering varying stages of their economic
cycle. Participation in these markets
provides potential return enhancement and
risk diversification opportunities.

At this point you're probably asking:
"What is so special about the way that
Altamira participates in the global bond
arena?" Altamira's unique management
style capitalizes not only on the Global Bond
Market potential based on foreign pay
securities, but also incorporates an active
foreign currency management component.
Foreign pay securities from domestic
issuers, enable one's portfolio to benefit
from foreign investment opportunities
without being hampered by foreign content
restrictions.
In addition, astute management of
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foreign currency exposure fluctuations can
significantly magnify the return realized in
the bond market.
These two components will not only
generate incremental returns for our
clients' fixed income portfolios, but also can
reduce volatility. Having the expertise to
manage the opportunities derived from
foreign pay securities and currency
exposure gives Altamira the unique style
that sets us apart. Yet another example of
how we differ from the competition.
Let us show you how our Global Bond
strategy within your portfolio can generate
added value for your investments. Call
(416) 925-4274.

Management
Ltd.
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